Aiming at the uncertainties including parameter variations and external disturbances in optoelectronic tracking system, a discretetime global sliding mode controller (DGSMC) is proposed. By the design of nonlinear switching function, the initial state of control system is set on the switching surface. An adaptive discrete-time reaching law is introduced to suppress the high-frequency chattering at control input, and a linear extrapolation method is employed to estimate the unknown uncertainties and commands. The global reachability for sliding mode and the chattering-free property are proven by means of mathematical derivation. Numerical simulation presents that the proposed DGSMC scheme not only ensures strong robustness against system uncertainties and small tracking error, but also suppresses the high-frequency chattering at control input effectively, compared with the SMC scheme using conventional discrete-time reaching law.
Introduction
Optoelectronic tracking system is a kind of servo system with high accuracy in position tracking. The performance of the system is usually badly affected by parameter perturbations and external disturbances including nonlinear friction load inertia torque and [1] . In the existence of the above system uncertainties, how to ensure beacon beam accurately aim at target has become a hot topic in oriented energy weapons, free space optical communication, and adaptive optics fields [2] . As a result, developing the control approaches to solve this problem is necessary for optoelectronic tracking system.
Sliding mode control (SMC) is a robust control method being suitable for linear system and nonlinear system [3] . From the theoretical perspective, because sliding mode can be designed according to our demands in advance, and the sliding mode motion is insensitive to parameter variations and external disturbances of control system, SMC has attracted more attentions and been applied in a wide range [4] [5] [6] [7] . Therefore, SMC theory can be employed when we design a robust controller for the optoelectronic tracking system. However, the control system possesses insensitivity to parameter variations and external disturbances merely on sliding mode. That is, if the reaching time to the sliding surface is shortened, the dynamic property and the robust property of control system will be effectively improved. Subsequently, how to shorten the reaching time is an important direction in SMC research. Reaching law approach [8, 9] can effectively improve the dynamic quality of reaching motion through artificial trajectory design, so the reaching time to sliding surface is shortened. Another idea, global sliding mode control (GSMC), which can make system trajectory initially set on the sliding surface by constructing nonlinear switching function and then the initial reaching motion is eliminated, has aroused researchers' interest [10] [11] [12] [13] . Therefore, the combined use of reaching law and nonlinear switching function is beneficial for the global robustness of control system and is introduced to construct controller for the optoelectronic tracking system in this paper.
In conventional SMC methods, the gain of signum term is usually regarded as a constant. Moreover, when the gain of signum term is too large, the high-frequency chattering at control input is intense. In contrary, the reachability for sliding mode may not be satisfied. Therefore, seeking for adaptive algorithms to acquire the gain of signum term is crucial in SMC application. As a result, some researchers were inclined to use intelligent schemes to get the adaptive gain, such as [14] [15] [16] [17] . However, the comprehensive property with respect to engineering practicability and good effectiveness has become an important factor in restricting their development. In addition, with the appearance and the development of MCU and DSP, the modularization and the digitalization of servo control system are easily achieved. Because the control algorithm is usually realized by digital computer, it is necessary to study SMC in discrete domain. Therefore, in order to guarantee the engineering practicability (with respect to simple and discrete-time designs) and the method effectiveness (with respect to small tracking error, strong robustness against unknown and varying disturbances, and smooth control input), we intend to explore a novel discretetime SMC method for optoelectronic tracking system in this paper.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the discrete-time state space model with regard to one axis of optoelectronic tracking system is constructed mathematically. Section 3 presents the design process of discrete-time GSMC (DGSMC) scheme and the analysis about the performances of control system. Numerical simulation results are shown in Section 4, while the conclusion and the future work are discussed in Section 5.
Problem Description
Optoelectronic system is a type of servo systems with high precision in position tracking. In this research, each axis of optoelectronic system is driven by a DC torque motor; therefore, it can be mathematically described as [18] 
where,
Moreover, and represent the equivalent moment of inertia and the equivalent damping coefficient respectively; , , and represent the angle, the angular speed, and the control input.
Based on the following transformation equations:
we can get the discrete-time form of system (1), as shown in
where
At this time, the parameter variations and external disturbances are considered in system (4), then (4) is transformed into
where ΔF and Δg are the time-varying parameter matrix/vector, d is the external disturbances vector. Moreover, the comprehensive uncertainties vector is
The discrete-time model (6) lays the foundation for the next design of DGSMC.
DGSMC Design and Analysis
The DGSMC is designed for optoelectronic tracking system (6) in this section, and the global reachability and the chattering-free property of control system using DGSMC are also presented.
Switching Function Design.
Define the desired state vector x and the state error vector x , respectively, as follows:
where and represent the angle command and the angular speed command, respectively.
We design the nonlinear switching function for system (6) as follows:
The vector c is designed so as to satisfy cg ̸ = 0. Moreover, at initial time, that is, = 0, we can get (0) = 0, which means that the state trajectory of control system is set on the sliding surface at initial time, and then the initial reaching time to sliding surface is shorten greatly.
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Under the design of nonlinear switching function (10), the sliding mode motion can be divided into two phases. One phase is that P( ) converges to 0 according to power rule, that is, cx ( ) converges to 0, and the duration time of this phase depends on the absolute values of 1 and 2 . The other phase is described by cx ( ) = 0, which is similar with the sliding mode motion of SMC method using general linear switching function [19] .
Adaptive Reaching Law Design.
The reaching law approach is adopted, and the convenient reaching law is expressed by [20] 
From (12), when system trajectory is far away from sliding surface, the reaching speed mainly depends on the value of . However, when system trajectory is close to sliding surface, the reaching speed mainly depends on the value of . Theoretically, larger and can assure faster reaching speed. Moreover, larger can assure stronger robustness against system uncertainties, but it also brings more intense chattering in control quantity. Therefore, parameter should change adaptively according to the distance from system trajectory to sliding surface. As a result, we can acquire the adaptive gain of signum term through the following equation:
Then, the adaptive discrete-time reaching law is designed as follows:
From [20] , when discrete-time reaching law approach is used and the following expression is satisfied:
the absolute value of ( ) will decrease gradually. Based on (13) and (15), we can get
According to (13) and (16), we can deduce that the sample time must satisfy
Specially, when = 1/ is satisfied, (17) be will transformed into < 1/ , which is consistent with the condition in (12).
Controller Design and Analysis.
Based on the former nonlinear switching function and adaptive reaching law, the DGSMC will be designed in this subsection.
Assume 1.
Sample time is small enough to satisfy < /(1 + ). (6) , choosing switching function (10) , the DGSMC law is designed as follows:
Theorem 2. For system
where I is 2 × 2 unit matrix, and
Then, system trajectory approaches to sliding surface asymptotically, and the chattering at control input is free.
Proof. From (9) and (10), we can get
Substituting (6) in (20) gives
Utilizing control law (18), (21) can be simplified into
Therefore, we can get the following expression when ( ) ̸ = 0:
In the premise of Assume 1, the following expression is also acquired:
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Based on (23)-(24), we can conclude that system trajectory can approach to the sliding surface asymptotically from any initial position, which reflects the global reachability of control system. Moreover, the chattering at control input is avoided effectively.
Note that, in DGSMC law (18) , the values of x ( + 1) and ( ) at current time cannot be directly obtained by simple measuring methods, which means that DGSMC law (18) cannot be easily realized in practice. However, we could utilize the known values at former times to estimate the unknown values. That is, we will face the extrapolation problem. Subsequently, the DGSMC law (18) will be improved in the next research.
Assume 3. The changing speeds of system parameters, external disturbances, and tracking signals are much slower than the sampling speed of discrete control system.
In the premise of Assume 3, we can use linear extrapolation method to estimate the values of x ( + 1) and ( ) at current time, respectively. Considerx
Therefore, the DGSMC (18) will be transformed into
Obviously, when → 0 exists, there arex ( + 1) → x ( + 1) and̂( ) → ( ). At this time, Theorem 2 is still correct. However, it is impossible to get infinitely-small sample time, which means that the estimation errors must exist. As a result, we need to study the adoption conditions of DGSMC law (26) in next research.
Assume 4. Sample time
is small enough to satisfy < /(2 + ).
Based on (7), we can get the following equations:
Therefore, the DGSMC law (26) can be further evolved, and then Theorem 5 is born.
Theorem 5.
For system (6) , choosing switching function (10) , the DGSMC law is designed as follows:
If the following condition is satisfied:
where the estimation error ( ) is expressed by
system trajectory will approach to sliding surface asymptotically, and the chattering at control input will be free.
Proof. Similar with Theorem 2, we can firstly get
In fact, ( ) is composed by two terms, which is shown as follows:
The two terms are related with the estimation errors of x ( + 1) and ( ), respectively.
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Further operations get
If condition (31) is satisfied, we can also get
Then, from (35), we can deduce the following expressions:
At this time, we can conclude that system trajectory will approach to sliding surface asymptotically, and the chattering at control input will be free.
From DGSMC law (29), we can use the known information at current time and former times to calculate the control quantity for optoelectronic tracking system; therefore, the proposed DGSMC can be easily implemented in engineering.
Numerical Simulation
In this section, the simulation results of the proposed DGSMC scheme are compared with those of conventional SMC (CSMC) scheme, with respect to tracking property and chattering degree.
The CSMC still employs the linear extrapolation method to get x ( + 1), but it introduces the constant gain of signum term. Assume that the uncertainty term satisfy |c ( )| < , then the CSMC law can be designed as follows:
The numerical simulation is carried out on an axis of optoelectronic tracking system, whose parameters are = 0.0667 V/(( ∘ ) ⋅ s 
The coefficients in DGSMC are chosen as
The coefficients in CSMC are chosen as
The command signal is chosen as
The initial state vector is [0.
The control voltage is limited between ±10 V for practical meanings. The system uncertainties in simulation are directly reflected by uncertainty term c ( ), which is illustrated in Figure 1 .
Then, the position tracking errors of optoelectronic tracking systems using DGSMC and CSMC are presented in Figure 2 .
From Figure 2 , we can see that the optoelectronic tracking system using DGSMC possesses smaller position tracking error, compared with CSMC scheme. In Particular, when the big disturbance occurs in control process, the small gain of signum term in CSMC scheme leads to big tracking error. Meanwhile, the tracking error under DGSMC scheme can be maintained at a certain level in despite of the existence of time-varying uncertainties, which directly reflects that the robust property of DGSMC is better than that of CSMC. In fact, the tracking property of optoelectronic system depends on the convergence property of switching function. Then, the switching functions under two control schemes are illustrated in Figure 3 .
From Figure 3 , the convergent values of the switching function of DGSMC are much smaller than those of CSMC, and they can keep at a certain level in stable control period. These lead to the better tracking property of DGSMC. Moreover, in switching function of CSMC scheme, there exists high-frequency chattering between positive and negative values, which causes the high-frequency chattering in control input. In addition, the system trajectory under DGSMC is initially set on the designed sliding surface from the simulation data.
In order to analyze the chattering degrees of control inputs under two control schemes, the curves of control inputs are given in Figure 4 .
From Figure 4 , we can see that the chattering at control input under DGSMC scheme is suppressed more greatly, compared with CSMC scheme. This will bring more protections to optoelectronic tracking plant. Moreover, the energy expenditure and system instability resulting from the highfrequency variations of control voltage can be avoided.
From Figures 2-4 , the better comprehensive properties with respect to smaller tracking error, stronger robustness against unknown and time-varying disturbances, and smoother control input are presented, compared with the CSMC scheme.
In fact, the realization of both the small tracking error and the effective suppression against chattering is owed to the adaptive parameter and the estimation mechanism on system uncertainties, which are illustrated in Figures 5 and 6 , respectively.
From Figures 3 and 5 , the parameter is adapting with the current distance from system trajectory to sliding surface, because the adaptive reaching law (14) is employed. Moreover, from Figure 6 , the estimation on system uncertainties is relatively accurate by means of linear extrapolation method, which ensures the effectiveness of DGSMC scheme and enhances the robustness of control system. Until now, the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed DGSMC scheme have been verified.
Conclusions
Based on discrete-time adaptive reaching law and linear extrapolation, the proposed DGSMC scheme can make optoelectronic tracking system robust against parameter perturbations and external disturbances in the whole control period, and then the tracking error of optoelectronic tracking system can be maintained at an expected level in the existence of sustained uncertainties. Moreover, the chattering at control input is not obvious. Therefore, the proposed DGSMC can be used as a new servo control technology applying in optoelectronic tracking system. In addition, the DGSMC algorithm possesses other advantages including simple structure and easy implementation. The experimental verification will be needed in future work. Moreover, when the proposed DGSMC scheme is applied in actual optoelectronic tracking system, how to effectively acquire the difference components of DGSMC law in a noisy environment should be considered and solved. As a result, some more excellent estimation algorithms, such as trackingdifferentiator [21] and approximate differential method [22] , can be used as references in further work.
